Selecting Style Items for Initial Set-up
Drupal 8 Federation
Homepage Header & Menu Options

- Select Dark Option (blue background/white logo) or Light Option (white background/blue logo)
- Select utility bar or not (top right above the logo area)
- Select traditional menu or mega menu
Web site colors

- Select secondary color for buttons, and accents on pull quotes, side bars, blogs, text + image. One color for the entire site.
- The utility navigation button is always yellow

The refreshed School of Medicine color palette derives from Duke Health and University style guides.

Primary Colors

Secondary Accent Colors
Site administrators have the ability to choose their site's accent color from the secondary accent color list.

Neutral Accent Colors
Dark Gray is used for body text throughout websites. Light Gray, Gray, and Tint of Health Blue are used for background colors in certain content areas.

Accent Colors in Use

Recent publications by our faculty

Continued investigator engagement: Reasons principal investigators conduct multiple FDA-regulated drug trials.
Contemporary Clinical Trials Communications

Acylcarnitine metabolomic profiles inform clinically-defined major depressive phenotypes
Journal of Affective Disorders

Cancer incidence in relation to body fatness among 0.5 million men and women: Findings from the Ching Kadoorie Biobank
Int J Cancer

View our publications

Spotlight: Division of Geriatrics

The Duke Division of Geriatrics is internationally recognized for its research and education programs and has a long history of successful development and implementation of novel approaches to the care of geriatric patients. Division faculty lead the Duke Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, and the Duke Perioperative Optimization of Senior Health (POSH) program that improves the surgical outcomes for older adults by intervening with assessments and risk-reduction strategies before, during and after procedures.

More about Geriatrics

November 2-3

XXX Great Lakes Transplant Immunology Forum

- Seaside Conference Center
- 10 Bryan Street Dr.
- Durham, NC 27710
- 8:00am to 5:00pm

Blockquote

“Once again, we are proud to announce that Duke is one of the top five surgical departments in NIH funding, ranking #3 for 2019 with $43,528,737 awarded to Duke Surgery researchers, as well as $1,780,967 in industry, foundation, and other federal awards. Congratulations to our surgeons—scientists!”

— DR. SHELLEY HWANG, VICE CHAIR OF RESEARCH, DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
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